Revision: A Gymnasium

1. Write: you, he, she it, we, they

1. Peter ……………
2. a bag ……………
3. John and I ……………
4. my sister ……………
5. Cosmo and Suzie ……………
6. England ……………
7. Julie ……………
8. Maria and you ……………
9. Mr. Smith ……………
10. three pencils ……………

2. Complete with: am, is, are.

1. It …………… my birthday today.
3. A lion …………… a big animal.
4. The penguin …………… hungry.
5. I …………… a good student.
7. You …………… very clever!
8. My friends and I …………… at the zoo.
9. Stanley …………… at school.
10. Cosmo and Suzie …………… cats.

3. Write short answers (Yes, I am/ No, he isn’t…..)

1. Are you a student? ………………………………………
2. Is the lion at the zoo? ………………………………………
3. Is the giraffe tall? ………………………………………
4. Is Sporty a teacher? ………………………………………
5. Are you and your sister fat? ………………………………………
6. Are your books blue? ………………………………………
7. Is the penguin black and white? ……………………………

4. Write questions.

1. Cosmo and Suzie / dogs? Are Cosmo and Suzie dogs?
2. Leslie / a teacher? ……………………………………………
3. you / hungry? ……………………………………………
4. your parents / from Cyprus? ……………………………………………
5. Athens / in Cyprus? ……………………………………………
6. I / your friend? ……………………………………………
7. Peter and Stanley / students? …………………………………